Ballot/Signature Cure

Scoring

- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots or signatures, 1 point
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots or signatures, 0 points
- Note: These laws only apply to absentee or mail ballots.
- No updates required since June 28, 2023

Alabama (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (Alabama Code §17-11-10).

Alaska (0)

Arizona (1)

Arkansas (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (Ark. Code Ann. §7-5-416).

California (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Cal. Elec. Code § 3019).

Colorado (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Colo. Rev. Stat. §1-7.5-107.3).

Connecticut (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (CT Gen Stat § 9-150a).

Delaware (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (Del. Code tit. 15 § 5514).
D.C. (0)
- Does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (D.C. Mun. Regs. Tit. 3, § 808).

Florida (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Fla. Stat. § 101.68).

Georgia (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Ga. Code § 21-2-386).

Hawaii (1)

Idaho (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (Idaho Code §34-1005).

Illinois (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (10 ILCS 5/19-8).

Indiana (1)
- State currently is under court order to allow voters to correct discrepancies with ballots (Frederick v. Lawson).

Iowa (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Iowa Code § 53.18(2)).

Kansas (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Kan. Stat. § 25-1124(b)).

Kentucky (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (KRS 117.087).

Louisiana (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (HB 1074 (2022)).

Maine (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (21-A M.R.S.A. § 756).

Maryland (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (MD SB 379 (2023)).
Massachusetts (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Mass. Gen. Laws ch 54 § 94).

Michigan (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (Michigan Proposal 2 (2022)).

Minnesota (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Minn. Stat. § 203B.121).

Mississippi (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (MS Code § 23-15-641).

Missouri (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (MO Rev Stat § 115.293).

Montana (1)

Nebraska (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (Nebraska Revised Statutes 32-1027).

Nevada (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Nev. Rev. Stat. 293.325).

New Hampshire (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (N.H. Stat. § 659:49-b).

New Jersey (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (N.J.S.A. 19:63-17).

New Mexico (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (N.M. Code R. § 1.10.15.8).

New York (1)
- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (N.Y. Elec. Code § 9-209(3)).

North Carolina (0)
- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies.
North Dakota (0)

- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (ND. Cent. Code §16.1-07-08; §16.1-07-12).

Ohio (1)

- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Ohio Rev. Code §3509.06).

Oklahoma (0)

- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (26 OK Stat § 26-14-107).

Oregon (1)

- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Ore. Rev. Stat. § 254.431).

Pennsylvania (0)

- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (25 P.S. §3146).

Rhode Island (1)

- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (RI Gen L § 17-20-26; 410-RICR-20-00-23).

South Carolina (0)

- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (SC Code § 7-15-420).

South Dakota (0)

- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (SD Codified L § 12-19-10).

Tennessee (0)

- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (TN Code § 2-7-124).

Texas (1)

- State requires voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (TX SB 1 (2021)).

Utah (1)

- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Utah Code Ann. § 20A-3-308(7)).

Vermont (1)

- State requires voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (17 V.S.A. § 2546).

Virginia (1)

- State requires voters be allowed to correct discrepancies with ballots (Va. Stat. §24.2-709.1).
Washington (1)


West Virginia (0)

- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (WV Code § 3-3-8).

Wisconsin (0)

- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (WI Stat § 6.88).

Wyoming (0)

- State does not require voters be allowed to correct ballot discrepancies (WY Stat § 22-9-121).